Summary

The Palestinian view of suicide bomber was not a strategical, political and a studied fighting or greed on it by any power or Palestinian parties. This is well clear through two contrary strategies of the armed resistant's. the first concentrated on suicide bomber in the cities and in the Israeli countries extended to most of the Israeli civilians which Hamas and AL-Jihad adapted it . the second concentrated in the Western Bank and Gaza strip against Israel and the settlements . It started with a fire-gun and fighting before going through Suicide Bomber in 2002. this strategy embodies the two Frontiers parties (AL SHABIA , Democratic) , and other armed wings which submitted to Fateh .

The occupation found in "AL INTIFADAH" and in the Suicide Bomber an excuse to justify its crimes and to achieve various of his plans and Political Programmers. one of these was the "Peace Process" and to weaken the Palestinian authority through destroying the In fare-structure, re-occupying all the regions under their control , amesting and murdering widely some of the leaders of resistance , and building the discriminating wall which was a cause for the lost of thousands of wide agricultural areas , as well for the destruction of the Palestinian dream of building an independent Palestinian an state on the 4th of gun war 1967 .

September 11th 2001 events and what events followed like wars against terror all turned out a wide argument among Palestinians about the political stream of going on suicide Bomber under international situation which is unfair and unbalanced or for the Palestinian cause. Because of the American support to the Israeli occupation , and the lost rule of the united nations which broke down the human rights and not efficient to the
European union. Which accompanied by the absent of the Arab and Islamic attention to the Palestinian pain and suffer under the uprising of other causes which took over on the "Intifadah" events and which attracts the importance of the international society like the war on "terror" like Afghanistan and Iraq wars.

Israel succeeded in getting benefits from the international situation and changes and from investing some of factories which penetrate the Palestinian land. the most important one is the co-speech and the continual political attractions between the authority and the weakness of the Palestinian working – administration. The resistant under the absence-efficient control or a political reference is able to control the resistance implements and work that suits all its aims so as to carry out an advertised campaign concentrated against suicide Bomber which was able through it accused the resistant's as terrorists, and they were able to defend the Palestinian morals and their resistance against occupation. They were able to figure out all what is going on as a struggle between two powers equal in army, and the suicide bomber is only aimed the eternity and the security of Israel. this is only a leading way for the public international opinion and to justify all what they are committing of crimes and terror against the Palestinians as an excuse for defending themselves.

This studying aims the "Suicide Bomber" from its historical background and its development stage, its aims, and the factories which reacts in the Palestinian society that leads to its information and development until it became as a title for its eternity or there is no existence for the resistance under AL-INTIFADAH of AL-AKSA and what these operations resulted in having an argument on the Palestinian land for it was the cause of changing the INTIFADAH to an armed resistance. The lost support for the resistance internationally through
aiming the Israeli civilians and the ignorance of the international area after September 11th 2001, and what the unreal things reflect on all local and regional levels specially. They were only reasons for accusing the resistance as terrorists, and they were as an accuse for various plans and political programs.

The studying summarized that the Suicide Bomber had a negative side effects on AL AKSA INTIFADAH as were of army in formation. That was the matter which the ISRAEL government exploited it to justify their attacks and aims against the Palestinians. Instead of the suicide Bomber be an implement to resist the occupation, it used as an aid for a political diffusion, fighting between the parties, geographical separation, all reflect negatively on the resistance achievements and abilities. It also caused many casualties and loses. Palestinians among the worst was the going back of the Palestinian cause that remained as a human cause not as free national cause.